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Highlights from the Red Nose
Day team serving at Oak
Ridge High School

JOYS
• The ORHS team pulled off a successful Team Takeover
• We have launched in person tutoring and our students are eager to
come and learn
• One of our former teammates, Virginia, secured a job as a teacher here
at Oak Ridge High School - we are very excited to see where this new
adventure takes her and will be cheering her on every step of the way!

STARFISH STORY - A STORY OF STUDENT IMPACT
BY MEAGHAN SCHNEIDER
In the year of COVID there are plenty of
trials and tribulations that the students face.
The one particular student that I have in
mind is a student that I have worked
closely with since last year. This student
doesn’t give up easy. But when their math
class started getting more difficult, I really
witnessed them starting to waiver in their
confidence in math. After explaining that
Geometry was like Algebra but with shapes and looking back on their
fundamental Algebra skills, I could finally see that shining student regain their
confidence again. I am proud to see how far my starfish student has come
and look forward to what lies ahead.

AMERICORPS MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Day Cho is from Oviedo, FL. A very recent graduate
of Rollins College, he has a love and awe for
cinema. Day brings a unique flare to the Oak Ridge
Team and enjoys his coordinator role of Trust and
Joy, constantly thinking of ways to appreciate the
team. It is apparent that Day has a love for being in
the classroom. Every day is something new for Day,
juggling two classrooms and two different partner
teachers. He takes everything in stride and with
immense grace. His personality is the perfect complement to our team and
his humor brings the team so much joy.
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UPCOMING DATES
APRIL
FSA Testing

MAY
Last Day of School
Celebration
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